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What is the CogAT?

The Cognitive Abilities Test, or CogAT, is a nationally standardized multiple-choice test that is
often used to identify students for gifted and talented programs. The test is divided by grade
level, with the CogAT Level 11 being administered to 5th graders. The most current version of
the test, the CogAT Form 8, has three sections: Verbal, Nonverbal, and Quantitative. Each of
these sections has three unique question types. The table below shows all nine question types:

Verbal Battery Nonverbal Battery Quantitative Battery

Verbal Analogies Figure Matrices Number Analogies

Sentence Completion Figure Classification Number Puzzles

Verbal Classification Paper Folding Number Series

You can view a sample question from each battery below. Answers and explanations can be
found at the end. For more free sample questions and to try out a free timed quiz on our
website, check out our Free CogAT 5th Grade Sample:

Free CogAT Practice

Continue to the next page to view the free sample questions.
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Verbal Sample Question: Verbal Analogies

introduction → conclusion :: takeoff →

a. landing
b. airplane
c. airport
d. flying
e. pilot

Nonverbal Sample Question: Figure Matrices

A                        B                         C                         D                         E
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Quantitative Sample Question: Number Series

5   9   10   7   15   5   ?

a. 3
b. 5
c. 15
d. 20
e. 9

Try a Free CogAT Quiz

Continue to the next page to view the answers and explanations.
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Answers & Explanations
Verbal Analogies: A. The correct answer is landing. An introduction is at the beginning
of something, such as a speech or an article, while a conclusion is at the end. Similarly,
takeoff is at the beginning of a flight, and landing is at the end.

Figure Matrices: C. In the top row, there are five shapes in the first box. Each shape
appears again in the second box with a few changes made. First, the grey pie piece
rotates 180 degrees. Second, the two shapes inside the pie piece rotate along with it.
These shapes also switch colors: the circle changes from white to black, and the
pentagon changes from black to white. Third, the heart changes from having a zigzag
pattern to having a checkered pattern. Finally, the blue star moves to the top left corner
of the box.

The bottom row should follow the same pattern. The blue L-shape will rotate 180
degrees. The square and triangle inside the L-shape will rotate together with it, and will
switch colors so that the square is yellow and the triangle is red. The diamond will
change patterns, and finally, the orange arrow will move to the top left corner.

Number Series: D. The correct answer is 20. There are two alternating patterns in this
question. First, the odd numbers in the sequence (the first, third, and fifth numbers) are
5, 10, and 15. This means they are increasing by 5. The even numbers in the sequence
(the second, fourth, and sixth numbers) are 9, 7, and 5. This means they are decreasing
by 2. The correct answer will be the next number in the first sequence, meaning it will be
15 + 5, which is 20.

Continue Practicing with Elm Academy
You can continue practicing with more free CogAT sample questions. For a more
comprehensive practice experience, check out our fully online CogAT 5th Grade Course,
which includes a full-length practice test, 9 quizzes, detailed lessons, and a study guide.

Wishing you the best of luck!
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